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31. Microsoft Word - Operation Hound.doc  
...Operation Hound sends Paratroopers hunting for missing pilot CONTRAILS Staff Sgt. Kenneth 
Delvalle watches Coalition fighter jets circle above Al Saab Bour, Iraq on Dec. 2, 2006, where...for a 
missing pilot following the crash of his F-16 fighter jet. (US Army photo by Spc. Olanrewaju Akinwunmi) 
RAVINE...  
http://www.usarak.army.mil/4bde25th/newsreleases/0612xx-11.pdf 
 -  22.847k - Similiar pages 

32. U.S. Air Force AIM Points: Air Force memorial dedicated to heroes'  
...the real thing by members of the service's precision flying team. Their four F-16 jets flew straight 
upward in close formation and released silver contrails as they peeled away from each other. A fifth 
plane followed, flying through the middle...  
http://aimpoints.hq.af.mil/display.cfm?id=14458&printer=yes 
 -  3.509k - Similiar pages 

33. U.S. Air Force AIM Points: Air Force memorial dedicated to heroes'  
...the real thing by members of the service's precision flying team. Their four F-16 jets flew straight 
upward in close formation and released silver contrails as they peeled away from each other. A fifth 
plane followed, flying through the middle...  
http://aimpoints.hq.af.mil/display.cfm?id=14458&printer=no 
 -  4.043k - Similiar pages 

34. Link to Source Document  
...muster sufficient numbers, he might bring jet-propelled fighters into action against XIX TAC soon. A 
probable Me-262 twin-jet-propelled fighter was sighted on 25 August, and on the 26th contrails at 
20,000 feet, traveling at an estimated...  
http://www.airforcehistory.hq.af.mil/Publications/fulltext/Air-Ground_Teamwork_on_the_Western_Front.pdf 
 -  2549.242k - Similiar pages 

35. Link to Source Document  
...Propfan; Electrical Power (General); Contrails Flight Dynamics: Stability and Control...Lubricants 91 
Additives 92 Pollution 93 Contrails 94 Mechanical Drive 95 Gear Boxes 96...Pollution Engine Exhaust 
Exhaust Gas 9 8 93 Contrails Exhaust Plume Engine Exhaust 10 9 94...  
http://www.onr.navy.mil/sci_tech/33/332/docs/tech_rep_tr_2000_84.txt 
 -  60.037k - Similiar pages 

36.
Olds Bio (94)  
...formation of bombers, Olds noticed contrails popping up over clouds at his...position. Turning toward 
the contrails, he got "Tally-ho" on a group of 12 Messerschmitt Me 262 jets diving in on the bombers. 
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After an engagement with one of the jets, Olds looked back at the bombers...flew in the nation's first jet 
acrobatic team, performing...  
http://www.au.af.mil/au/goe/eaglebios/94bios/olds94.htm 
 -  2.268k - Similiar pages 

37. History of U.S. Naval Operations, Korea: Chapter 12, Part 2  
...Antung, a total of 84 Sabre jets gave top cover against enemy...to the north, and while the jets 
worked over oil storage and...aircraft to shoot down an enemy jet. On 13 September a two-carrier...the 
aircraft as MIGs. As the jets passed over to the northeast...split, came down below the contrail level, 
and were lost to sight...  
http://www.history.navy.mil/books/field/ch12b.htm 
 -  22.188k - Similiar pages 

38. ACSC GOE: Robin Olds 1994 Biography  
...flew in the nation's first jet acrobatic team, performing...formation of bombers, Olds noticed contrails 
popping up over clouds at his...position. Turning toward the contrails, he got "Tally-ho" on a group of 12 
Messerschmitt Me 262 jets diving in on the bombers. After an engagement with one of the jets, Olds 
looked back at the bombers...  
http://www.maxwell.af.mil/au/goe/eagle_bios/1994/olds_1994.html 
 -  3.609k - Similiar pages 

39. Air Force Link - Letter (View)  
...mention smelling like they took baths in jet fuel, hydraulic fluid, and engine oil...an aircraft at an air 
show, or watch a contrail fly against a clear blue sky, or hear the low rumble of a distant jet engine, 
think of the crew chief who makes...  
http://www.af.mil/letters/letter.asp?letterID=31443&page=97 
 -  4.876k - Similiar pages 

40. Air Force Link - Letters  
...mention smelling like they took baths in jet fuel, hydraulic fluid, and engine oil...an aircraft at an air 
show, or watch a contrail fly against a clear blue sky, or hear the low rumble of a distant jet engine, 
think of the crew chief who makes...  
http://www.af.mil/letters/index.asp?page=112 
 -  8.757k - Similiar pages 
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